Publication Finder (previously named Full Text Finder) is a library database that searches most of the library’s database holdings to find specific journals. Within the journals, users can locate specific articles from a citation they have been given or found in another document.

Find Publication Finder:

- Click on “Individual Databases” and select “Go to A-Z List”, scroll down to “Publication Finder”

Why use Publication Finder?

- Assigned citations: Sometimes, instructors provide citations for articles that are required reading. Without knowing which database contains the article, a search can take some time. Using Publication Finder can zero in on the article quickly.
- Subject or Journal browsing: Sometimes, readers may wish to browse a specific journal or journals on a specific subject. Publication Finder can locate the journal and provide a list of articles by topic, author, title, or subject.
- Creating alerts for new material: Sometimes, users may want to know when new material from a specific publication is added to a database. Using Publication Finder you can set alerts.